Employment for People with
Disabilities

Why Work?
People with disabilities derive the same benefits
from employment as non-disabled people do.
While we think of earnings as the primary reason
we work there are numerous intrinsic rewards as
well.
What are four benefits that you derive from
working other than earnings?

Please note that the page numbers on this power point correspond to the page or pages
in the handbook.
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Economic Self Sufficiency
Currently, a person receiving Social Security
Insurance (SSI) lives on about $780 dollars per
month.
780 X 12 = 9,360 a year
A person on Social Security disability Insurance
SSDI, who has a history of employment will receive
about $1,200 to $1,500 per month.
1,500 X 12 = 18,000 per year
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What is the Wisconsin Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation
• DVR is the governmental program that helps
people with disabilities in Wisconsin to get and
keep employment.
• There is a DVR office in every county in
Southeastern Wisconsin
• DVR is not public school based program although
you may meet your DVR counselor at school.
• You must submit an application to DVR, either
online or by mail.
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DVR Offices Across the State-Appendix 1

Getting Started with DVR
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Become informed about DVR
Fill out and send in an application (referral)
Gather your disability related documentation
Go to the first appointment (orientation)
Determine eligibility and Order of Selection
(OOS)
6. Start services with a DVR counselor if on OOS 1
7. Wait to start services with a DVR counselor on
OOS 2 and 3
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DVR Referral Form-Appendix 2

Order of Selection
DVR looks at 7 areas of functioning in order to determine OOS.

Mobility
Communication
Self-Care
Self-Direction
Interpersonal Skills
Work Tolerance
Work Skills
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Areas of Function-Appendix 3

DVR’s Job is to Find Employment for
People with Disabilities
Training and other necessary services are
provided by DVR but only with the intent that
the services that are provided will result in paid
employment.
Sheltered Workshops are training settings and
not employment settings.
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Assessments on the Job
Can occur if a person is using either supported employment or competitive employment.

•

DVR has two programs that pay in full or part the participant’s salary while taking
part in a community based work setting. Temporary work (work experience) is
defined as a time-limited paid work. It is not the same as temporary employment
offered through employment agencies, i.e., Kelly Services.

•

Temporary work includes paid temporary work and paid internship. There is no
expectation that the participant will be hired permanently at that site, although
he/she may be hired at the discretion of the employer. Temporary work differs
from on-the-job training (OJT) in that an OJT agreement is worked out with an
employer to hire an individual with DVR paying a training fee or wage subsidy due
to the need for extra training time beyond what is typical for that job. The hire is
probationary and the employee is expected to achieve permanent status upon
successful completion of the OJT.

•

Temporary work can be provided as a service to a consumer when it is necessary
and appropriate for the achievement of the employment goal. The temporary
work site should be in an integrated community work site consistent with
consumer’s interests and employment goal.
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Ineligibility
DVR in Wisconsin will not find a person ineligible
due to having a disability too severe.
Schools do not determine eligibility for DVR
services.
If you or a family member has been told or
determined ineligible for DVR services get
advocacy assistance immediately.
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The Individual Plan for Employment (IPE) Starting
the Process
The long term employment goal starts the IPE
development process.
It is often difficult for a student to even know possible
employment options. Think in terms of this time as a
time to try different jobs. The long term goal can be
changed at a future time once exploration has resulted
in providing the participant with an employment
direction.
Think in terms of the participant’s strengths and
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challenges.

IPE Form-Appendix 4

IPE Cont.
I am organized
I am good with people
I am good at fine motor skill detail work
I have a great deal of physical energy
I am strong
I am determined
I have good computer skills
I am good at math
I am kind
I am patient
I am good with mechanical things
I write well
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IPE Cont.
Challenges should also be considered when thinking about
possible employment options.
Too social, hugging, talking
Impatient
Difficulty with change
Difficulty with authority figures
Overcompensates for the disability
Behavioral issues when corrected
Cannot hear, see
Not able to use public transportation
Poor memory
Low muscle tone
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The Vocational Rehabilitation ProcessAppendix 5

The Vocational Rehabilitation Process Overview
The flow chart show how the basic process works
including time frames.
DVR can be slow moving because of caseload size.
Meetings may only occur on a monthly basis. It is helpful
to schedule your next meeting every time you meet with
your counselor.
DVR counselors may schedule monthly student meetings
with students at school.
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Representative Form

Let’s Develop a Plan for Employment
Start the plan with the Long Term Employment Goal
What services do I need to reach my long term employment
goal?
Primary Services: Training, College, Placement, Assessment, Job
Development, Placement and Coaching
What services are needed to support the primary services?
Secondary Services: transportation, interview clothes, obtain
employment related tools
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IPE TIPS
• Changing the IPE can occur at any DVR meeting.
• You will be given the amended form to sign.
• Every time a new IPE is developed it is copied and
given to you. Don’t leave your meeting without
it.
• If the counselor does not agree to changing the
IPE please make sure you completely understand
why this is so.
• If the counselor will not amend your IPE and this
decision doesn’t seem correct to you seek
advocacy assistance.
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Completed IPE-Appendix 6

Informed Choice
When working collaboratively with your DVR
counselor it is his/her job to inform you about
possible options that may be available to you to
help you to write your plan.
If a counselor suggests only one option to
develop your plan, you may not have told about
all of the available options.
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Informed Choice Consent

Accommodations for IPE Development
 Sign Language Interpreter
Being read documents or providing them in
braille if needed
Cannot meet at participant’s home but can meet
at local community setting comfortable for the
participant
Organize meeting with agenda
Allow service animal
Anything that helps a participant to succeed
during the development of the IPE
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What is Competitive Employment?
1. Community based placement
2. Requires some assistance such as job development or
coaching
3. Can assist in the development of a resume
4. Can help prepare for interviews
5. Can complete a job application with little to no
assistance
6. Can participate in the process of obtaining work at
least in part
7. If the service provider you have tells you to find your
own job on the computer then you are not receiving
appropriate services.
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What is Supported Employment?
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Job development and/or job carving are always provided
The development staff have relationships established with
multiple employers in the area.
The development staff meet with employers to determine their
needs and to suggest that some tasks could be given to a potential
employee in order to free up other staff from tasks that are able
to be done by the participant (carving).
Job coaching should be daily to start in order to help the
participant learn the job and perform it capably.
Coaching can last for up to 18 months.
Coaching supports after this can come from Family Care/IRIS
when the 18 month period ends.
Through benefits counseling a participant can learn how to use a
Social Security Support called Ticket to Work – Impairment
Related Work Expenses
Assist the employer or co-workers to develop natural supports.
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Integrated and Segregated Settings
What is a segregated setting?
One where the people doing the work are
segregated together doing the labor and people
who don’t have disabilities are the staff
supervisors.
What is an integrated setting?
One where people with disabilities work side by
side with non-disabled people in jobs located
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throughout the community.

Scope of Services
These are services that will help a person with a
disability to improve their ability to get and keep
work.
This list is fairly exhaustive but other creative
solutions can be applied if needed.
Services are almost always given by a service
provider and not a DVR counselor with the
exception of vocational counseling and guidance.
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Comparable Benefits
Comparable benefits are services that are
provided already by a Federal, State or
Municipal program or by private or public
insurance:
• com·pa·ra·ble
adjective—used to say that two or more things
are very similar and can be compared to each
other
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Comparable Benefits Examples
•

Lily wants to go to one of Wisconsin’s technical colleges. She asks DVR to pay for her tuition. DVR says no
since Lily has not applied for any comparable benefits which are available to her in the form of a PELL
Grant. They also believe that the family makes enough in earnings to provide a parental contribution
based on the student’s FAFSA. They also say that Lily’s scholarship received, for being a top student, is a
comparable benefit. They also say that Lily needs to take out a loan to pay for the rest of her tuition. In
this scenario what is a comparable benefit and what is not?

•

Answer: Lily must apply for the PELL grant since it is a comparable federal benefit. She is actually
required to do so before DVR can add its own funds to the mix. A merit scholarship is not a comparable
benefit. A loan is something that the participant provides and it is not a comparable benefit. Parental
contributions are individual based on each family’s resources.

•

Joe attends college and says he needs a laptop in order to keep up with his studies. He lives far away from
any libraries since he is located in a very rural area. He can get some computer time at school but only
about an hour a day. Too many other students use these computers and he often must wait a long time
to get onto a school computer and he has to be home by 3:00 p.m. when his children come back from
school. DVR says he is not eligible for a laptop because of the comparable benefit available at school.
Who is right?

•

Answer: They could both be right. The DVR could be right if it is determined, after speaking with
knowledgeable school staff, that all of the required work can be completed in one hour. If the work
cannot be completed in an hour then it is not. Joe needs more computer time to successfully complete
his studies and therefore the one available hour at school is not a comparable benefit. Computers or
laptops are becoming more necessary to students because more and more schools use internet
platforms like Moodle to complete projects and other school work.

Self-Employment and Business Start-up
DVR offers 3 different kinds of self-employment and
business start-up programs.
Customized self-employment is the preferable option for
people with significant needs related to disability.
Self-employment is a program that assists people with less
needs to start a business or self-employment.
Can take as many as 2 or 3 years to accomplish all of the
required steps.
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Post Employment Services
• The participant is experiencing problems OTJ
• There is a new manager with other
expectations
• Problems with Assistive Technology
• Want to maximize employment
• Only needs one or two services to meet post
employment needs
• Has not yet lost a job
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The Appeals Process
If you receive a denial of services that you do not agree
with you may file an appeal.
• Make sure that communication is clear – do you
understand the counselor and does the counselor
understand you
• Get the letter of denial from your counselor
• Try to resolve the issue with a supervisor
• Ask for mediation through DVR’s impartial hearing
coordinator
• Link for Hearing Regulation
• http://dwd.wisconsin.gov/dvr/knowledgebase/wiscons
inadministrativecode46.htm
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Hearing Form-Appendix 7

FAMILY CARE AND IRIS
• Family Care and IRIS are the State of Wisconsin’s
long term care waiver programs. They are
somewhat similar to the children’s CLTS. You can
apply for either program by using the Disability
Resource Center in Milwaukee County
• In other counties these centers are called Aging
and Disability Resource Centers
• Apply at age 17.5
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Functional Screen
• Done in your home by an options counselor
from the ADRC
• Will ask about your ability to do a variety of
things
• Do not minimize or under report your needs
• Make a list of needs (could use appendix item
#3)
• They will utilize a standardized form to
complete the screen
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The Differences Between Family Care and
Family Care Partnership
• Family Care: Provides Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
in the state’s approved Medicaid waiver. Members of Family Care
use their Forward Medicaid card to access medical care on their
own. The MCO does not manage their acute and primary medical
care.

• Family Care Partnership: The same as Family Care except the acute
and primary care is also managed by the MCO as a comprehensive
set of services.
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What is IRIS
What the acronym means:
I Respect I Self Direct
This program allows the person using it to
Self direct their own services
Allows participants to have employer authority
No care team - IRIS consultant agency
Will have IRIS consultant
See appendix item #10
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Family Care, IRIS and Family Care Partnership
Employment Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• When there is overlap of MCO and DVR goals and services, the following
Decision making process will be used to establish which is responsible for
providing and funding services:
If the service will support a non-employment related outcome
or employment services that are not directed toward an
employment outcome under DVR policy, and is found on the
Member Centered Plan (MCP), the MCO has primary
responsibility.
If the service will help a Consumer to achieve a purely
employment-related goal and is found on the Individual Plan
of Employment (lPE), DVR has primary responsibility.
If the service will support both an integrated employment
outcome as defined by DVR policy in addition to another
outcome sought by MCO and is found on both the MCP and
IPE, then MCO and DVR have shared responsibility and will
negotiate a cost-sharing arrangement that is proportional
based on the desired outcome(s). In this scenario, both
MCO and DVR must adhere to their own policies and
procedures for selecting vendors and authorizing funding.
When DVR determines that an employment outcome has
been achieved, the MCO will assume responsibility for
employment related support services as indicated in the
*Taken from the DVR/DHS memorandum of understanding

MCP.

__________________________________________________________________
Please Note – Sheltered employment is never funded by DVR. It is available
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The RAD (Resource Allocation Decision)
• This is the method the team uses to decide to
fund a service
• The Family Care team has 14 days to make a
decision about services unless necessary
information, from a doctor for instance, has
not been obtained yet
• If this occurs you will be notified that it needs
another 14 days
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Writing Your Plan Family Care and IRIS
• You should have made it known that
employment was an outcome you wanted to
have when the Functional Screen was done
• Services must be in the plan or they will not
be paid for
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Employment in Your Plan
• Cindy wants to leave the sheltered workshop and start a better job
in the community. The IRIS goal would be to obtain community
based employment.
• Make the formal request of the IRIS Consultant to add specific
services to meet the employment goal;
• If there are sufficient funds in your allocation then the IC will work
with you to request and process a plan/budget update
• If you require additional funds beyond the current allocation to
meet this goal, work with your IRIS consultant to complete an
allocation adjustment (AA);
• If your AA request is denied you will be notified in writing
• The document should contain your appeal rights
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And Finally Assistive Technology – page 24, 25
Job Accommodations – page 26
Client Assistance Program – page 26
Wisconsin Fair Employment Act – 27
Benefits Counseling – page 28
Thank you for joining us today. We appreciate
your interest in this subject. Please complete
your survey.

